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IRISH INVESTIGATION ON THE LOBSTER 
(HOMARUS VULGARIS Edw.) 

F. A. GIB SON, Ph.D. 

Commercially the lobster (H omOJ"us '/}u!garis Edw.) is the most 
important shellfish in Ireland. The Irish coast is deeply indented, 
except on the east, and is well suited for the exploitation of lobsters. 
Even on the east coast amidst a predominantly sandy shoreline, a 
number of discreet areas are fished actively. 

Lobster fishing was once largely a part-time occupation of fisher
men farmers. Since 1935 an ever increasing proportion of the catch 
has been taken mainly during the summer by boats using gear 
especially adapted for lobster fishing to the exclusion of other activi
ties. This trend owes much of its development to the expansion of 
the English and particularly the Continental markets. Progress since 
1947 has been rapid in the case of crawfish (Palimwis vulgaris L.) 
fishing. Crawfish in Ireland are linked with lobsters, because of the 
similarity of fishing methods. Thus, both species, Where they occur 
together, have been exploited side by side. Lobster and crawfish land
ings since 1939 are given in Fig. 1, which shows the marked develop
ment in catches of the latter species. 

The peak of the landings was in 1959. This coincided with the 
longest period of fine summer weather for over 20 years, during which 
time the landings have flnctuated considerably. Good and bad brood 
years must affect the landings, but the magnitude of the catch is 
influenced by weather to a considerable extent. Consequently, poor 
summer weather fortuitously conserves the stocks, inasmuch as it has 
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Fig. 1 
1'h_ catch of lobsters ami crawfish off ~h. Irish coosl trom. 1939 to 
1964. Figwes in brackets are total time, in months, spent fishing. 
rnset is slww" an apparent ascending .elatj(}nship b'elween time a:vail~ 
able fur fishing o:mJ catch. ' .. 
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a definite limiting effect on effort. The bracketed numbers in Fig. I 
indicate the mean duration of lobster fishing in months, for the par
ticular years, where records are available. The indication here is that 
when the time available for fishing is short, as in 1951 and 1961, the 
catch is low, and alternatively when it is long, as in 1956 and 1959, 
the catch is high. The catch for 1959 was a record for the whole 
period 1939 to 1964. Less time in 1959 was lost taking fishing gear 
ashore, than in any of the other years. Unfortunately, catch effort 
statistics· are not available for the whole coast so that. break-downs 
of the landing figures are not possible. 

The relationship berween the catch and time spent fishing is also 
shown in Fig. 1. Whilst this can only be regarded as approximate it 
does snggest a linear relationship between time spent fishing and the 
yield of loooters. This suggests that the maximum sustainable yield 
has not yet been reached. There has been no radical change in the 
total number of lobster- pots or creels in use around the cnast since 
1949. 

Clearly it is undesirable that the protection of the stocks shollld. 
depend upon the limiting effects of weather. Detailed informati()n 
available for certain areas indicates that fishing effort may be 
approaching, though it has not yet reached, that point when recruit
ment ceases to keep pace· with catch and natural mortality. However, 
for the coast as a whole, the ~tocks remai1,l uhde~ploited: In areas 
such as Dalkey, Co. Dublin,. Kilmore Quay, e(). Wexford, Dunmo!e 
East, Co. Waterford, Sligo and. Donegal Bays, the !pean size of the 
lobsters landed has steadily dropped during recent years. In the past, 
it has been usual for Irish lobs.ter fishermen to exploit well defined 
areas of rock outcwps identified either visually or from trawling 
operations. However, in m.ore recent- years, with the aid of electronic 
equipment, hitherto unfished and unknown areas of rocky sea bed have 
been utilised. More data on the relationship of catch and effan to 
the length distribution of the landings are required, if a knowledge of 
stock abundance is to keep pace with expanding exploitation. In the 
Canadian fishery, Wilder (1954), found an apparent protection to be 
afforded to the stocks by the oooervance of a size limit. The present 
size limit introduced in May, ·1963, for male and female lobsters in 
Ireland, is 83 mm., measured in a straight line from the back of the 
eye socket to the distal margin of the carapace. This gives an effec
tive mean O'veralI measurement of 23.9 cm for males and females, 
(approx. 9.4 inches). 

D()w (1964) has shown that the maximum sustainable yield in the 
Maine fishery is 22 million Ibs., and that providing this upper limit 
is not exceeded, the fishery will remain stable, irrespective of either 
seasons or size limits. 

The size of boots used for lobster fishing in Ireland varies greatly, 
from 4.3 m (14 feet) pUllts and currachs to boats 18.5 m (60 feet), 
used as seiners or trawlers in winter time. Punts and currachs are 
often hand operated and fishing them is a part-time occupation in 
many cases. Since 1949 there has been a ·reduction of about 45!10 in 
the number of punts, and from about 1956 onwards there has been 
an increase in the use of motorised vessels designed al\d operated fOT 
lobster or crawfish fishing. 
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standard patterns of lobster ,trap are in use, each with local 
i'vari:ati(llls. The Kilmare Quay pattern is locally called a pot •. It is a 

successful adaptation of the traditional wicker "inkwell" shaped 
lobster pot. It has an improved design, and being constructed of 
metal, except for the neck, has a long life. The French crawfish creel 
is the most popular gear in use. There are also many variations <>f 
the Scottish creel in use. The latter design is regarded as being very 

'efficient though it is generally accepted that metal creels have the 
important asset of outlasting all timber varieties. The size of the eye, 
or entry point, leading to the neck varies. In the case of the crawfish 
creel it is usually about 28 cm (11 inches); in the Kilmore Quay pot 
it is 15 to 18 cm (6 to 7 inches) whilst in the Scottish creel it may 
be as low as 11 cm(4!inches) or as large as 18 cm (7 inches). There 
is considerable difference in the effort demanded by various fishing 
gears. In the ease of the Kilmore Quay pot, best results are .obtained 
by hauling them once, or at most, twice per day. Some of the smaller 
eyed Scottish creels .are fished only once per day but most are fished 
twice. In all cases best catches are obtained at dawn and dusk. The 
crawfish creel produces a progressively greater catch witlt the number 
of times the gear is fished. In effe<:t this means that itean produce 
more lobste!'l at the cost <>f greatly increased effort. 

In • small minority of places, e.g. Dalkey, Co. Dublin, the gear, 
when weather permits, is fished all the year round. There have been 
only a small number of isolated efforts to use heavy gear capable of 
withstanding the effects of storms during winter and spring. It is 
interesting to note that in those few places where a late autumn and 
early winter fishery takes place, that the catches at that time are 
(a) surprisingly large and (b) consist chiefly of post recruit lobsters, 
i.e. those of 24 to 25 = (91 to 10 inches). 

A variety of bait is used, including flat fish (whole), flat fish (the 
frame after filleting), gurnard, pollack, mackerel, herring, etc. 
Opinion is divided as to which is the most effective. There is general 
agreement that the bait must be firm .and, therefore, difficult to dis
lodge. For this reason and to speed rehaiting of pots during fishing, 
the Kilmore Quay fishermen secure their haits with lengths of. wire 
and keep them in a tub on board ready for immediate use. This is 
an easy and efficient system, saving much time and labour. 

Ireland's chief markets for lobsters are in Belgium, Germany, 
England, France, Holland and Switzerland. To ensure. that lobsters 
of best quality arrive in these marke.!s, so far away from their place 
of capture, specialised handling and storage techniques have been 
devloped .. Fishennen are aware of the need, to handle their catch with 
care. Upon them re.sts the main responsibility (if detennining the 
ultimate quality of tlte marketed lobster. TheY' ljav. abandoned the 
use of "plugs" for immobilising the chelipe.ds, ~nd Downs •. either 
rubber bands or string for this purpose. The catch is protected from. 
the elements whilst aboard ship; exposure to evaporation by the sun 
or dessication by the wind being especially avoided. Once in port, 
the catch is placed in floating keep bo"es through which an adequate 
current of seowater flows. These boxes usually contain a week's.c.tch. 
They vary incapacity up to approX:. 100 Kg. (about 2 cwts.). As 
much as 85'/0 of al1lobsters landed are "stored" in one of {om: basic 
types of storage unit. 'I1les .. units are;:-
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(al. Very large iloatingboxes;. 

(b) ControUed tidal ponds; 

(c) Recirculation and' 

(d) High density storage units. 
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High density storage units were developed by the Fisheries Division of 
the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries and though of small 
capacity (ca,! to 1 ton) they can be operated in urban areas and have 
a "high turnover rate. Mainly because the -conditions in large floating 
boxes are not ideal'forl<eeping lobsters alive, they are disappearing, 
Tidal ppnds are used successfully where tlte sea runs strongly and is 
tinaflected by fresh water, Recirculation ponds, often situated well 
a,hovf,': sea level, have 'proved to' be most successful, especially when 
direct cirCulation -from-'the sea· and back to' it, is' possible. St01'age of 
lobsters, in Ireland is discussed elsewhere (Gitisnn 1959), 

. A considerable part of the catch of lobsters is transported directly 
to the. Continent bv well-boat, and an increasing number are taken by 
air to Britain and the Continent. 

Modem lobster studies were commenced in Ireland in 1957 on 
inter-. alia) length distribution) sex ratios, ecdysis, tagging) mortalities, 
matundes· .nd path"logy, At first; the work was distributed over a 
number of a'rea.s~ but subseauently it was' concentrated at D~Ikey, 
Co. Dublin, and KHmore Quay, Co, Wexford, .,Dalkey is a small 
harbour,' from' which thl'ee or sometimes four. motof1Bed punts fish 
around Dalkey Island' and the Muglin .Rocks, About SO to 100 lobster 
creelsilsh in a small area, Approximately 3,500 lobsters are landed 
in an average year. No crawfish are landed at D.Il<;ey, Kilmore Quay, 
a small, port on the sotlth Wexford coast, is the l'lnclinrr place for 
lobsters catight mainly.araund the' Saltee Islands, . the . Gminl;Sheg 
rocks and Kilmore. Quav itself, Up,vards of 1,000 lohstervots and 
creels ate . fished froin April ta' Beptember in this area, wnere the 
ajjriud catcl) has been as' high as 52,000, taken by boats ranginv. from 
Plmts to55 fop<! boats, . The' number of crawfish landed is negligible, 

.: It is <>f interest to:note the distributio~ of crawfish around the 
Irish coast, They are rare from C"rlingford LouI;h to Camsote Point 
along the east coast (Gibson and O'Riordan, 1964\ They are com
monalo<lg the'south cil.,tfrom Carnsore POint to' Dursey Island, and 
especially ·'.ro'ind the 'coast of County Kerry, 'From the mouth. of 
the'River Shannon to Donegal Bay they are common though localised; 
wllllst ''iiorth of Donegal. Bay they are uncommon,' Olsen (personal 
communications) states that the geological projection of land masses 
into the sea has a bearing On the incidence of crawfish, Tn areas of 
low caastline~ ·craWfish, are sCarce, an . obserVation. whiCh mOTe or .less' 
fif~,'ii1With. theirilistrihution atoilitd the'l:tisbco>\sf; anclmay ac'ti.wllY 
go,:<,rn thelr deve!npment... .' . ., . ': '; 

Relationship of .size of' CatCh-to Gear 

'In. 195} dil1er~~cesin the' sii,e of lobsters caught by ge'; havihg 
varymg Slzed eye apertures were studied, Table. I. seti out the results, 
fr.om~ IOur" ~enhes., '. . . ' 
", '.," 

Clearly the average size for Co, Kerry is somewhatgreater.than 
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the other areas. Using the Bartlett criterion it has been found 
difference between the variances is decidedly significant, i.e. 

at the 0.1 pet· cent level the significance level expected 
H()w,,,,er. the mean square between area means, 47.22, is 

str·ikingly in excess· of the average mean square within areas, 1.84, 
can be no doubt but that the means of carapace and, there
lengths differ between areas. This suggests a number of 

15ossilbiliihes, firstly, that the smaller the eye the more readily a large 
be prc"Vented from entering; secondly, perhaps the 

. "Ioooter hierarchy" plays a part whereby when large lobsters 
a. greel, smaller lobsters tend not to. associate themselves with 

.• creels. Alternatively, it may be that the County Kerry lobsters 
larger because the" gear in which they were taken is fished in 

water and over, a greater area than elsewhere. In 1959. a 
iJ4~tner trial was made using Kilmore Quay type pots, SCC>ttish creels 

crawfish creels within the Kilmore lohster fishery. The 
were run over a period of 9 weeks from June 25 to August 28. 
dozen of each type of lobster gear were randomly placed and the 

data were logged. The average carapace length of lobsters from 
"-Jun'''e type pots Was 9.6 cm., from Scottish creels 9.4 cm. and 

crawfish creels 9.3 cm. These means did not appear to 
';;j,?g'g,:st a significant difference in tl1e size of lobster caught by the 

which had 17.8 cm (7"), 15.2 cm (6") and 27.9 cm (11") 
ii)p"liin~gsJ respectively. However, tests comparing the catch by Kilmore 

pots and French creels gave a difference in length distribution of 
significant at the 0.01 level, and similarly between the 

,.Sc:ottish and French creels. The difference in length of lobsters 
the Kilmore Quay pots and Scottish creels was barely 

higllific,mt. In these data the mean size of lobsters taken by the French 
the smallest. This suggests that the size of eye is not an 

:;IT,n","",n' selection factoT. The stocks of lobsters around the Kerry 
be more abundant, due to the dominance there of crawfish 

which in itself would reduce the number of loooters caught 
::and explain their larger mean size. Conversely the concentrated lob
ister fishing off Waterford, Wexford and Dublin would account for the 
smaller mean size 0[ the landings. Therefore, it seems that where 
;fishing gears of different types have the same opportunity to attract 
:Iobsters, those with the largest eye openings may in fact catch the 
:smallest lobsters, at a significant leVel. The Dalkey creels have by 
;far the smallest eye apertures, and yet the mean size of the lobsters 
faken by them is larger than that for Wexford and Waterford, where 
,there is greater fishing effort. In turn the Dublin area is more inten
fively fished tha." Kerry. It would appear, therefore, that the diameter 
p.f the eye openmg cannot have- any general application as a conserva
tIOn measure, having no absolute correlation to mean size at least 
within the limits of that part of a lobster population fo~ing the 
commercial catch. A suitable field of study here lies in the exact 
lIlechanism of escapement from traps of all kinds. Presumably a close 
correlation exists between the size of lobster entering the gear and 
escaping from it again via the spaces between the laths. It may be 
possible to relate the size 'of escapement to lath spacing, and this 
might lead to .very practical means of conservation (Wilder, 1954). 
However, an undesirable side effect from widening the lath spacing 
""ould be a likely increase in the number ()f maimed lobsters landed. 
If lobsters appendailges can pass freely thmugb the lath spacing, then 
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both on the sea floor and abuard ship the risk of their being trapped 
or crushc-'d is high, especially during rough weather. 

Growth 

Growth in lobsters is complicated by the fact that moulting rates 
vary with age. Moulting takes place more frequently in young than 
in older lobsters. The Irish tagging data were used to estimate the 
increments due to moulting and annual gro\Vth rates. 

Increment due ta mo,,zting. Tbe lobsters recaptured in the tagging 
experiments (see pages 31 and 32) which during an absence of. one 
to six months, could reasonabJy have been -expected' to have 'under
gone only one moult, were segregated from the re:n:iainder-. Their 
range of carapace length was from 3.6 to 11.7 cm. They weresepa
rated into males and females and re.gression equations were deter~ 
mined as follows:_ 

Males: Dalkey 1,+ 1=0.951,+1.172 cm 
Females: Dalkey I, + 1 0=0.95 I, + 1.283cm 

Kilmore 1,+1=0.961,+1.191 en, 
The lines have been fitted to the observations in' Fig. 2, where In is 
the length at liberation and 10 + 1 is the length Gne moult later. It 
seems that males have a slightly greater incremental rate at moult 
than female •. Too few Kilinore Quay males";ere recaptured to' peimit 
worthwhile calculations., , , 
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Fig. 2 
Lines fitted by least squares to il/u"trate the increment per moult, 
within the size rarnge of observed data, for mai" aJnd femal" at 
Dalkey,alnd females mlily at KiJmore. 

The coefficient of growth lies within the range 0.95 to 1.05, whic:h 
suggests that the moult increment is nearly' constant. This· is,: con
firmed by Hepper (1965, personal communication) in relationship' to 
his experiments in England. Kurata (1962) descrihesthistype of 
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as "arithmetic" and p01nts out that it is illustrated by 
(1953) data for H. amertcanus. 

and adolescent grmvth patterns in H. americanus and 
''''''PC'';' probably do not differ radically. Data for captive 

i1'~~u::~~i~~;":, (Bowers personal communication) produce a regression 
~}j for successive moult increments as follows:-

I, + =01.15 In + 1.20 cm 

is· progessive growth and is based on observed sizes from 0.6 to 
carapace lengths. It is interesting to note that at Dalkey, three 

fernales liberated at lengths of 7.8, 8.0 and 8.1 cm and making only 
moult a regression coefficient which was not arithmetical, 

that these three females were immature. and that their 
rate was still progressive. Little is known of first maturity in 

·ifibstO:t·s. In the Irish data the smallest observed ovigerous female was 
cm in carapace length. However, 91.5'Y:;l of females measuring 
to 8.4 cm were not ovigerous. Little infonnation is available of 

maturity in males., though it seems likely that they become mature 
.. earlier than the females.. Simpson (1961) observes that the smallest 
mature female he examined was 7.7 cm in carapace length and stated 

,that the 50% level of maturitv could be expected amongst lobsters 
;018.7 cm carapace length. AII"the observations of growth per moult 
: in the Irish material are based on sizes about 8.6 cm and up to 11.7 
! cm carapace length. The growth per moult as interpolated from the 
! equations thus takes no account of progressive growth rates prior to 
maturity. Large scale egg bearing commences beween 8.5 and 9.0 

i cm and the length of time which females take tQi reach this is som.e
! what longer than that for males. Large females would thus be: con
: siderably older than equal length males and probably subject to higher 
: natural mortality so that the observed upper limit of growth in males 
'; could -be expected to be greater than in the case of females. 

The time of year when moulting takes place is important. Whilst 
it is probabJe that extensive moults occur in mid-summer, the data 
pDint to- considerable moulting at other times of year. For example~ 
8 lohsters caught early in the 1959 season constituted 26/,0 of all 
recaptures in that year and clearly they had moulted in the period 
from April to June. Because they were all hardening or hardened 
'\-vhen recaptured, it seems reasonable to suggest that the moult 
occurred in April or early May, which points to an appreciable part 
of the stock undergoing early ecdysis over a considerable size range 
in the year in question when sea temperantres were almost 2° C ahove 
average. Temperature is likely to be the governing factor over moult 
frequencies from year to year. 

Annual Growth Ralte 

The annual increase in length will depend upon tbe number of 
. moults. Those recaptured moulted lobsters which had been at liberty 
for 12 months were segregated and growth regressions calculated for 
them. That liberations were made at different times of the year~ viz. 
l\.1arch~ June and July, and 'that moulted re:capt"ures were not represen
tative of the maximum munber of moults in on.e year, must be recog
nised as a source of 'bias in calculating annual increments. However, 
since moulting is probably most frequent during orf just after these 
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months, the analyses are worthwhile, even if they only describe a 
minimal pattern of annual increment. The data given below is for 
males only as a satisfactory regression line could not be drawn for 
females. A small number of male lobsters did not moult during a year 
at liberty and these have been included, One such ma1e had a carapace 
length of IZ.6 cm which probably indicates the approximate size at 
which moulting becomes less than annual. The annual growth rat~ 
was found to be:-

1,+1=0.88 I+Z.1143 cm 

If we use the notation (Beverton and Ho1t 1959) mat, It+l=e·k 1,+ 
Loo (I_e·k ) then we can say that, e·k 1,=O.88,and Loo (I_,,-k) 
=2.1143 cm in the growth regression. By derivation wc find that 
K=O.IZ13 and Loo=17.43 cm. In order to construct a growth curve 
\vhich would have great accuracy, it would be necessary to have good 
observed length for age data, so that to could be estimated. In the 
absence of these observations, it is possible to utilise the growth 
equation where, It =LOO(I_e·kt). A curve based upon this formula 
is given in Fig. 3. The moult sizes have been fitted to this curve to 
show that the theory of constant moult increment fits in with de-

, :3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Estimated age in years, 

Fig. 3 
Idealised "mtual {f1'o'Wth curve based on derivation' t,'om von 
Bertalantty equation. 

creasing annual growth rates. It is not possible tQl read too much 
into this growth curve because it is a tentative attempt to age lobsters. 
It is suggested that the approximate age at which lobsters at Dalkey 
become fully recruited to the fishery is at the end of their fifth year 
of life. The limitations of this estimate of annual growth in male 
lobsters a", well realised. However, it may be that other workers with 
more comprehensive data might obtain more dependable results using 
a technique of this kind. 

For comparison there are figures given by Smith (1935) for rates 
of growth in captive lobsters at Port Erin, Isle of Man. The 
most comprehensive of the figures relate to females. The Irish estimate 
of growth has been based only on males. However, there is a sug-
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gestion that up to 8.5 cm carapace length (Fig. 4) there is little 
difference in the rate of growth between the sexes. 

2 

Lee =: 217mm. 
K =-0·094-
to = -+ 0'344 yr'b. 

345 6 7 
Estimatoz.d agl!: in yl':o("S, 

Fig. 4 

8 9 

Growth curve constrwcted from data of annual grf>wth fa,. female 
cap.five lobsters mealSwred at Port ErinJ I sl'e of Man. 

The small number of observed age for length records of lobsters 
from the Isle f)f Man permits the three parameters of a growth curve 
to be calculated as foHows (Fig. 4): LDD=21.7 cm, K=0.094 and 
to = 0.344 years. The resultant curve has been built from the notation 
that I t =LDD (1_~k("~to)). A comparison of the estimates for Dalkey 
and the LO.M. is set out below for both sexes combined. 

1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 5th year 6th year 
Port Erin 1.31 cm 3.15 cm 4.82 cm 6.33 cm 7.85 cm 8.96 cm 
Dalkey 1.19 cm 3.76 cm 5.32 cm 6.70 cm 7.93 cm 8.97 cm 

Too much stress cannot be laid upon the similarity of these two 
growth rates because the data are so meagre and the comparison is 
between an estimate for native unaged lobsters and captive lobsters 
living in idealised conditions. However, the gen,eI'al agreement found 
is of some importance in that it points to' an apparently prDbable 
method of ageing given adequate material. 

Mortality 

The carapace length frequencies for males and females from 
Dalkey and Kilmore Quay are given in Figs. 5, 6 and "( for the 
period reviewed and are based in all cases upon measurements of 
the total catch by a variety of boats on each occasion of sampling. 
ll1ere were 3,535 lobsters measured in the case of Dalkey, repre
senting about 20/,0 of the landings for the five years, and 7,352 
lobsters at Kilmore' Quay repTesenting about 6% of the landings. 

The Dalkey male frequencies (Fig. 5) indicate the importance of 
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Jon.-Dec. 299 lobste rs. 

lobsters. 

Jan.-Dec. 360 lobsters. 

Jan.-Dec. 323 lobste rs. 

Carapace lengths in 5mm groups. 

Fig. 5 

Length frequency distribution of male lobsters at Do/key (1957 to 
1961). Dotted line indicates the maximum legal size limit. 

recruitment and suggest that there may be a lasting effect of what is, 
probably an age grouping. In 1957 the 8.0-8.4 cm, normally the 
most dominant in samples, was so strong' as to become the dominant 
9.0-9.4 cm length group in 1958. This 9.0-9.4 cm group appeared 
in 1959 as a well represented 10.0-1004 cm group. These observations 
fit in with the order of expected increments discussed in the previous 
1961 as a 9.0-9.4 cm group giving the distribution a double peak. 
The immediate impression given by the size distributi-on of males is 
that the fall off in numbers with age is not very marked. This is 
clearly shown by the Kilmere Quay male frequencies (Fig. 6), where 
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occur at 8.5 cm and continue slowly descending to 15.5 
Kilmore Quay, the fishery is seasonal which accounts, for the 
representations of t.lte 8.0'-8.4 cm recruit group. 
In 1960 the 8.0-8A cm group, which now might be regarded 

..... £ ••• - fully recruited size group, once again was carried into 

1,365 lobsters. 

1958. 

1.805 lobs!", •. 

1959. 

Carapace Iq,ngths in Smm groups. 

Fig. 6 

./ ".~"'" frequency distribution at male lob.,/e,.s at Kilmm'e Qualy (1958 
959). Dotted line indicat,s the minimum legal size limit. 

At Dalkey where the 8.0-8.4 cm group enters the fishery in late 
fishing continues at that time and so the recruits assume a 

. d(lmi.n",Gt pl"ce in the samples (Fig. 5). 

ohV;(lm that the extent and annual occun'Cnce of these recruits 
of tlre lobster fishery, because presumab.1Y they form 

of catch for the succeeding summer. Thomas (1951) 
""nc.':',." that the size distribution is constantly changing. and attributes 

moulting. Some -Jf the changes in' annual size- distribution, 
ac('Ordirl~ to' the present data, are due to the success 0'1" otherwise 

years. 

combined data for Dalkey have been sepal'ated into those: 
relating to lobsters landed in the spring, summer and autumn (Fig. 8). 

summer there is a. smooth curve without distinct peaks,. In the 
and. autumn peaks appear especially in the smaller size ranges. 

;;J.~:i~:~~~~e~:Fl;~ in the summer is probably caused by moulting. The 
_:':1 o-f smaller lobsters at other times is a notable feature 

., a mnst important one to the- stability of the stocks. 

. Males. The length frequencies of male lobsters at Dalkey and 
l(i1ri1ore Quay have been converted to age in Figs. 9 and 10 based 

. the growth curve (Fig. 3). TI,e year of greatest fishing intensity 
was 1959 but the total mortality at Dalkey that year "vas estimated 
at only 46%. It is thought that this low percentage was due to the 
presence of a good year which, as m,entioned earlierJ appeared in 1957 
in the 8.0-8.4 cm length group and continued in subseqnent years to 
be of importance (see page 22)" It would appear that the heavy 
fishing of 1959 produced little change in 1960 when, with reduced 
effort, the total mortality only rose to 56%. The year 1961 was Olle 
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Fig. 8 

Length frequency distribution of mole and female lobsters at Dalkey 
(1975-1961 combi'ned data) divided i11Jto springcsummer (ApT.
lun.), summer-autumn ('ful.-Sept.), cmd autumn-zuinter(Oct.-DfC.l 
periods of the year. . 

of drastically curtailed effort, neverthel{:)ss mort'ality rema;ined abolit 
55%. There is also some evidence to s1,lggest from these curves that 
the fishing intensity on the 8.5-9.9 cm tange v"rie's very much from 
year to year, as in 1957 the slope through the"first 2 plots i8(:011-
siderably less than for the remail1der of the size distribution. This 
seems to have been the case il11958, 1960 andI961.also, whereas 
for 1959 there is a suggestion that these sizeg,'oups were more heavily 
fished than the aIder ones, possiblydlle' to the longer than usual 
fishing season in that year. 

The length frequencies for males at Kilmor,. Quay converted to 
age are given in Fig. 10. The mortality es#rqat~ 'is",Q~ average' even 
less than at Dalkey. The first three plots in each year siiggest a smaller 
mortality amongst the recruit sized lobster!. The fishing season, at 
Kilmore Quay is seasonal, rarely extending into O,tober as at Dalkey. 
Therefore, the young recruit lobsters in late aVt1Jl:nll are not subjec:t 
to intensive fishing at Kilmore Quay. 

Females. The length frequencies in female 'lobsters are .given in 
Fig. 7. They are obviously quite unlike the relevant male frequencies 
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Fig. 10 

Apparent toial mOlf'tality as estimated from male length ttequ,encies 
converted to age, in the sampled catch at Kilmore QuaYJ in 1958 alte! 
1959. 

offering little evidence of the strength of size classes and showing 
considerable variation in peak occurrence. The Dalkey data arise 
from observations made over the whole year and whilst they are not 
numerous they are based on over 1/5th of the total females landed. 
The Kihnore Quay samples were taken only in the months from July 
to Sepember and hence have a rather flat appearance, primarily due 
to the effects of moulting. Moulting and egg bearing probably account 
for the featurelessness of t.he female length distributions and no 
estimate of mortality is worthvtrhile using these data, 

Discussion. Beverton and Holt (1959) have suggested that total 
mortality from length distributions ,may be obtained by using the 

K(LOO_l) 
notation that, Z ) where l' is the mean length of 

I-I, 

lobsters caught and 1" is the length at 'which lobsters are first fully 
exposed to fishing. In the case of Dalkey lobsters, the mean length 
is 9.25 cm and the length at which lobsters appear ta be fully avail
able is 8,1 cm. Therefore, an estimate of total mort'ality is as 
follows:-

(174.3 -- 92.5) 
Z = 0.121 

92.5 - 81.0 
0.121 81.8 

11.5 
.8603 



Carapace 

jan-Dec. 1957. 

294 lobste,rs. 

jan.-Dec. 1958. 

470 lob"ters. 

jan.- Dec.1959. 

475 lobste rs. 

jan.- Dec.1960 

jan.-Dec. 1961 

292 lobsters. 

l-'--I---.Aug~Sept. 1958 
1872 lobsters. 

jul.-Aug. 1959 1-__ 

2310 lobsters. r--L_ 

groups. 

Fig. 7 
Length frequency distribution of female lobster's at Da/key (1957 to 
1961) and Kilmore Qwy (1958 and 1959). Dotted line in:dicates the 
minimum legal size limit. 

This is equivalent to a total mortality of about 58'% which is not 
at variance with the results obtained from p10tting the exponential 
decline of numbers with estimated age. 

Comparing the overall size of lobsters at the two ports it may be 
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se.en that the mean is considerably greater at Kilmorre Quay than at 
Dalkey. This is partly due to the time of year at which sampling 
took place in the two areas. At Dalkey, observations over the whole 
year tend to show a better cross section since they include measure~ 
ments of the small ,lobsters entering the fishery in autumn and present 
in the catches then and in the following spring. However, at Kilmore 
Quay, if the measurements are broken down into those arising from 
small, medium and large boats, the peak moves from 8.5 to 9.0 
and 9.5 cm for these boats, respectively. The largest boats fish furthest 
from shore, sometimes but not always in the deepest water. It is 
difficult to explain the relatively low total mortalities estimated from 
these data. The material has been collected from the total catch by 
each boot. If catches afe related to boat size and mortalities estimated 
on this basis, thCl'C is a tendency for that caused by small boats to 
be greater than that by larger boats. If lobster stocks are very 
localised and more or less sedentary j as tagging results would suggest, 
then small boats will tend to concentrate more on R restricted fishing 
area, whereas larger boats wHl tend to choose more extensive grounds. 

Therefore, so far as these results are con.cemed. it appears that the 
rate of exploitation of stocks in the DiVa areas studied tends towards 
underfishing and suggest that they could withstand a considerably 
greater rate of exploitation. 

Mortality curves for females have not been attempted. The habit 
of egg-carrying, which may last for 10 months, means that a, very 
much larger number of observations are necessary before females may 
be examined for growth and mortality. Notwithstanding this, the 
male data probably serve as indicators of the general position of the 
stock. If any group of animals within a stock is not available for 
sampling, this will cause certain bias in the conclusions drawn. If the 
females are not randomly represented in samples during the period 
May to August then calculations of mortality cannot be reliable and 
the actual number of egg-bearing females in the stock cannot be 
estimated with confidence. Moulting itself will cause bias in ran
domising samples of both sexes so that in the case of males also the 
conclusions are probably not as precise as w{)uld be expected. 

C.atcJh Per Unit EIl'Oort 

The basic unit of effort in lobster fishing is the physical action 
of raising ooe pot, creel or trap off the sea bed and bringing it on 
board. There are a number of possible ways in which the fishing 
gear may be handled by fishermen. For example, the pot or creel 
may be so constructed that a lobster once entering it is very uolikely 
to escape. Such a fishing unit is the American lobster trap. This has 
a parlour which the lobster enters from which it has great difficulty 
escaping. Such creels may fish for more than one or two days ann 
are reported to catch more than one lobster per trap on average. They 
are not used extensively in Ireland, probably because their cost is con
siderable and expensive hauling gear is necessary to raise them from 
the sea. The second type of pot or creel is of the intermediate kind 
from which escape is possible In Ireland these are specifically used as 
lobster pots or creels and not to catch other shellfish, except possibly 
crabs. The third type of fishing gear, the most popular in Ireland, is 
the French. cl<awfish creel. This gear, it must be remembered, was 
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for the purpo:se of catching crawfish which are more active 
lobsters. Therefore, whilst their very large entry points 

and crawfish to enter without hindrance, these same 
become large outlets to a lobster or crawfish within the 

To prevent escapes, crawfish creels must be fished often, as 
as six to eight times per day if weather permits. 

It is necessary to compare the relative efficiency of lobster pots 
crawfish creels in some terms which equate them to each other. 
is best done by considering the yield from these twO' types of 

in tenns of catch per unit effort. In this case the unit chosen is 
numbe,' of lobsters per 100 pot or creel hauls. It is thus possible 

the two gears fairly, and to compare the catches by 
classes of b'Oat. From 1958 to 1964 catch records were 

on a monthly basis where possible and the results ate shown 
Table 2. In the case of the Dalkey returns it may be seen that the 

extends from May to November, thus· indicating how profitable 
it . can be to extend the normal Irish fishing season. The Dalkey 
matedal also sho·ws that there is a slight fall in the yield during July. 
This is probably due to a large scale hatching followed by a wide

moult in that month. The Dalkey catch per unit of effort 
to small punts with outboard motors. In 1963 and 1964 further 

re1:unlS were collected from two 4.3 m (14 feet) punts on the south 
coast (Table 2). These punts used crawfish creels and the immediate 
result shown is the great increase in the number of hauls when com
pared with Dall<ey. It will be seen from Table 3 that they raised their 
;creels 17,482 times in five months of 1963, and 15,040 times in three 
:months of 1964, compared with three boats in the Dalkey area, 
:raising w similar number of creels per boat, on average, 5,770 times 
for nine or ten months of tlle year. This means the south coast punts 
raised all their creels 3,536 times a month for a total catch of 966 
lobsters in 1963, and 5,013 times per month for a total catch of 
'1,680 lobsters per boat in 1964. On the other hand, the Dalkey punts 
raised all their lohster pots on average 620 times per month for a 
total average catch of 1,578 lobsters. 

Taking the next category of boat, that from 7.6 to 10.4 m (25' to 
34') it is also possible to make a comparison. Details of the catch of 
five boats using crawfish creels on the west coast in 1963 were 
obtained. They raised their creels 45,820 times in 6 months and 
caught 567 lobsters per boat. In 1958, 1959 and 1964, six similar 
sized Jobster boats, using lobster pots at Kihnore Quay, raised their 
gear 18,176 times for an average total catch of 513 lobsters per boat. 
Although this indicates that for considerably greater effort the craw
fishfish creels only produce slightly more lobsters, the years were 
different and, therefore, the comparison is not as satisfactory as it 
might be. Ab'Ove 10.7 m (35') most boats fishing creels do so with the 
intention of catching both crawfish and lobsters which, of course, 
affects the pattern of the returns. Those boats of 15.2 m (50') and 
over expressly fish for crawfish and, therefore, are no basis for com
parison. 

The differences between lobster pot and crawfish creel catches have 
been plotted in Fig. 11. There is agreement in the case of lobster 
pots where the yield per boat for punts, boats of 706 to 10.4 m (25' 
to 34') and 10.7 to·13.4 m (35' to 44') seems to fall along apparently 
straigh:t lines of ascending order of magnitude with increasing effort. 
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There is a decided indication that the best yield for effort is made 
by the 7.6 to 10.4 ill (25' to 34') boats. Also in Fig. 11, the same 
material for crawfish creels has been plotted but no definable pattern 
emerges. In Fig. 12, the catch of lobster in lobster pots has been 

); , 
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'against the total effort and the scatter of the .observations is 
great. However, in Fig. 13, the daily catch from crawfish 
been plotted against the daily mmlber of hauls and from 
it is obvious tha.t there is no constant refationship between 

""_, ", .. _ and the catch, in relation to this gear . 
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. Catch of lobsters in crawfish creels by different bOClt categories, from 
boat Dalkey cmd KiZmDr'e Quay, in t""rns of numbers per 100 lifts. 

There is considerable evidence tOo show that fishing for lobsters and 
~r.awfish will be most efficient when segregated, i.e. lobster gear being 
used for lobster fishing and crawfish gear for both species but with 
the emphasis upon crawfish. 

,j:~ggjng and Marking 

Ail Dalkey. In 1957, lobsters were liberated with numbered 
celluloid discs wired to the right cheliped. In 1958 and 1959 external 
tags were discontinued in favour of m"opad mutilation according to 
different coding so that recaptnres frOom each year CQuld be dis
'tinguished. In 1960 a plastic, arrow tag was inserted into the left 
side of the suture between the eephalothorax and the first abdominal 
seglnemt. 

After moulting the discs were lost. It is interesting to note that 
3 lobsters were recaptured a year later and that these had not moulted. 
One of these, a male of 10.0 cm Ieugth, was not recaptured until 18 
months later. The other twO' consisted of a 1().2 cm male and a 10.3 
cm female, both of which failed to moult during the summer of 1958 
and were recaptured in March 1959. 

Uropod mutilation produced a marked increase in the number of 
second year recaptures but disappointingly few in the third year. 
Presumably by then the scars had so healed as to be unobserved. 
The arrow tag produced good results from one to four years later. 

The monthly recaptures for each year from 1958 to 196() at Dalkey 
are given in Table 3, where they 'are divided into males and .females 
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and both are expressed as a percentage of the total number of tags 
unaccounted for at the beginning of each month subsequent to tagging 
and release. The catch per unit effort is also included in Table 3. 
The figures for 1957 have been omitted because no catch/effort data 
had been collected. There are considerable advantages in releasing
tagged lobsters early in the year. A total of 49 lobsters were recaptured 
from the 1959 releases and of these 31 or 63"% were recovered as 
previously moulted. Comparable recaptures of moults for 1958 and 
1960 Were 19'/'o and 38'%, respectively. 

Lobster tagging provides information on movements and moulting, 
Reliable estimates of fishing and natural mortalities are unlikely to 
be obtained using the present tagging techniques. The results suggest 
that lobsters do not undertake migrations as adults-, The greatest 
distance travelled, as shown by these experiments, was 8 Km (5 miles) 
and over 801% of the recaptur'es were made in or near the location of 
liberation. The most valuable infurmation regarding moult frequency 
is likely to be obtained by liberating early in the year (March) or 
late (November), or throughout the fishing season. In the case of 
liberation during the season, all recaptures., moults or non-moults 
may be returned to the sea which would enable the time or moulting 
and the number of times lobsters of various sizes moult annually to 
be determined with more accuracy. 

So far as mortality estimates, from tagging are concerned, the only 
year which provides three or more seasons of recaptures is 1960 
(Table 3). Recaptures from this release, i.e. 69 in 1st seasoll, 23 in 
2nd season and 2 in 3rd season would suggest .an overall, mortality 
of over 70"10. 

Ricker (personal communication) has analysed the data for the 
three years, 1958 to 1960. The mean instantaneous rate "f disap
pearance of tags is 1.95 and the mean survivalr.te is 0.15, based on 
sums of numerators and sums of denominators. The 'corresponding 
geometric mean survival rate is 0.142. This sugges~satotal m0r1:ality 
of about 86'io, which seems to be high. Taking'the 1960 data'we 
find that the rate of exploitation of the stock from 1960 to 1961 is 
77/275 =0.280, the instantaneous rate of disappy~,ra!,ce of tags. is 
1.63 and the survival rate is 15/77 or 0.195., Th,refore, the fishing 
mortality, F=0.280 X 1.63/0.805 =0.57, suggesti,:,g, an excessively 
high natural mortality. It is pr()bable, therefore, ):hat there is ,a very 
considerable early death rate due to tagging. ,If n~tural m0l'talities 
of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 are assumed for each of tbe years from 1958 to 

F 
1960 and the notation is employed whereby N = -(1-e") equals 

Z 

the number recaptured in each year after tagging, then the most likely 
e,timate of immediate mortality due to taggin'g is 40 (19'%) in 1958, 
30 (22%) in 1959 and 70 (25'%) in 1960. 'Apparently suture tags 
cause the greatest instantaneous mortality whereas with uropod 
mutilation the mortality is 3% to 6"10 lower. 

Body Measurements 

Throughout this paper the length measurement used is that of the 
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This is now the, official measurement in .Ireland for the 
legal lize limit bdow which lobsters must be returned to 

size limit is set at 83 mm for both males and females. 
'ht"~~;:m~~n have been presented with stamped bronze gauges to 
i's' hi- rejecting undersized Iohsters from their catches. 

Total length in inches, 

Fig. 14 
RelatitmShip of carapace to total length of male tmd female lob.ters 

, in inches and convel·ted from metric regression equations. 

The carapace was measured to the nearest mm below using a 
vernier calipers, one leg of which was placed at the back of the eye 
socket and the other leg at the distil margin of the carapace. This 
method of measurement was adopted because it' is faster and mo:r;e 
accurate thalli that taken from the tip of the rostrum to the margin 
Gf the tail fan. There is a very high degree of correlatioo between 
the carapace and total length. Thus it is possible to convert carapace 
m,asurements reliably into total length. Over one thousand lObsters 
of both ,exes and covering a wide range af lengths were measured 
for both carapace and total length. The resulting c(mel.tion produced 
the foll(}wing regression equations for Irish male and female lobsters 
(Fig. 14): 

Males 
Females 

L=2.483C+32.66 
L=Z.636C+20.16 

where L=total length and C=carapace length. Similar regressi0l!ls 
for Scottish and Welsh lobsters obtained by Pope (1955) and 
Simpson (1961) are:-

SCOTTISH LOBSTERS 
Males 

Females 

WELSH LOBSTERS 
Males 

Females 

L=2.507 C+25.9 
L=2.678 C+ 15.4 

L = 2.463 C + 29.5 
L=2.692 C+13.4 
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The relationship, produced by these three equations show that there 
is very little difference between the three sets of figures, ' 

Weight 

Regression equations for converting given carapace iength to weight 
have not been calculated. It was found that the weight varied very 
much, presumably dependant upon the condition of particular lob
sters. A very large number of observations have been recorded of the 
average weight of lobsters caught and sold. Other data have been 
collected to determine the individual weight for length in both sexes. 
A small number of data have been collected of weight before 
moulting and weight gain after moulting (Gibson, 1963). 

A total of 51 samples comprising 8,935 lobsters caught by lobster. 
pots weighed 6,944 Kg (15,2768 Ibs.) or an average weight of 777 g 
(1.71 lbs.). In comparison, 59 samples comprising 3,290 lobsters 
from crawti,h creels, weighed 1979 Kg (4,363 lbs.) or an average 
weight of 602 g (1.33 Ibs.) per lobster. The majority of these lobsters, 
caught in crawfish creels, were taken from inshore 'waters in about 
5.5 to 9.1 m (3 to 5 fathoms). When those. lobsters were extracted 
which were caught by vessels fishing deeper water from 9.1 to 27.4 m 
(5 to 15 fathoms), the average weight increased from 602 to 668 g 
(1.33 to 1.47 Ibs.). Nevertheless it appears that crawtish creels on 
this evidence, tend to yield a slightly lighter lobster. 
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Fig. 15 
RelMiotzship of ll!ngth to 'weighti'" male andiemale lobsters. Circled 
dots:are··individulil lobsters wh;ch' had lost a cheliped. . 

Individual weights for lengths were observed for just over 3,500 
lobsters of both sexes .. The plots for these data: .are·given in Fig. 15. 
It was noted that practically .011 males which' had only one or no 
claws, when weighted, were, quite -unexpectedly;"the heaviest in their 
respective length groups. The legal size limit for males is 83 mm and 
is equivalent to a mean weight of 312 to. 340 g (11 to 12 ozs.). 
Similarly in the case of females ·(Fig. 15) thc.one- or no-clawed 
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almost invariably the heaviest in their size categories. 
I~~~~~."r· lobsters of both sexes appear to have similar weights 

malesove" 510 g (1t ohs.) appear to be considerably 
(""nales Of equal length. 

td,dmlate weight for lengths are as follows: -
lengths cm 
,8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 

510 g'709 g 992 g ·1.30 Kg 1.64 Kg 
(180zs) (250zs) (350zs) (460zs) (580zs) 

340 g 482 g 680 g 879 g 1.11 Kg 1.42 Kg 
(120zs) (170zs) (240zs) (310zs) (390zs) (500zs) 

the formula on page 18, the length increase for males and 
at each moult commencing at 7.0 cm in the two sexes is as 

ht moult 2nd moult 
Males 7.0 cm 7.93 cm 8.92 cm 

Females " 7.89 cm 8.85 cm 
the approximate weights for these size increases as estimated 

the plot in Fig. IS are as follows:-

Length 
'7.0cm 
7.9 cm 
8.9 cm 

Males 
Weight Increase 

= 213g( 7.5 ozs) 113g( 4.00 ozs) 
= 326g(I1.50 ozs) 128g(4.50 ozs) 

454g(16.00 ozs) 
Females 

,Length Weight Increase 
'7.0cm 220g( 7.750zs) 135g(4.750zs) 

7.9 cm - 355g(12.50 ozs) 135g(4.750zs) 
8.9 cm 490g(17.25 OZ8) 

'% Increase 
53 
39 

/0 Increase 
62 
38 

Therefore, from 7.0 cm and 8.3 cm (the.,present size limit), the 
increases from about 213 g (H ozs.) to 369 g (13 ozs.) or 

!~~:~~'~~~~~t~~~s;7~3;'~%' which illustrates the great benefit of reruming 
'::1 to the sea. 

Templeman (1935b) and Simpson (1961) drew attention to the 
that at the onSet of marurity there appears to' be a distinct 

e~~~fe~n~:; of the width across the second abdominal segment in 
,I Simpson (1961) showed that in Welsh lobsten, even before 

preceding first egg-bearing, th.e width across the second 
.h:!orn;·nal segment starts to increase relative to the car'apace length. 

,concluded the mean carapace length of lobsters maruring for th,e 
time to be 8.6 cm. The relationship of abdominal width to 

carapace length in the case of matnrity was not studied ill the Irish 
da;a. However, the observations of egg bearing females would lead to 
the conclusion that lobsters on the Western side of the Irish Sea' 
probably mature and become ovigerous earlier than on the eastern 
side. The acrual details are given in Table 4. Whilst the data in this 
table are not as extensive as the material of Simpson (1961) they do 
show that up to a' catapace length of· 8,4 cm, 8.5'% of females 
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examined were ovigerous. It" is clearly, evident that &ampling of the 
smaller size groups, particularly up to 8.4 cm, represents only a small 
fraction of the individuals in the stock of these sizes and, therefore, 
the author hesitates to attempt to fix the minimum size of females at 
maturity. However, the mean minimum size at which all females may 
be expected to mature is within range 8.0 to 8.9 cm. 

The percentage occurrence of egg-bearing (ovigerous) females varies 
in the case of Dalkey from year to year. For the years 1957, 1958, 
1959, 1960 and 1961, th percentage females bearing eggs in the over-' 
all catch was, 29.3'%, 23.01" 33.210' 19.()10 and 32.0%, respectively. 
The normal ratio of females to males in the catches is approximately 
55'10 to 45%. The time of year at which egg-bearing females appear 
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Fig. 16 
Percenltage OCCUYrenlce 01 omgeraus females in the catch at Dalkey 
(1957 to 1961 combined data). 

in the catches has been plotted 'in Fig. 16 for Dalkoy for the years 
1957 to 1961. The apparent feature of these diagrams is the ocCurrence 
of double peaks each year, one in the spring, April or May, (except 
in 1960 when it occurred in June) followed by a second in the period 
August to November. The second feature of the curves is the annual 
scarcity of egg-bearing females in July. In July the ratio of females 
to males becomes of the order of 35 to 65, and thus it may be that 
in July females are not taken in the catch because they are engaged in 
the process (}f preparing tG discharge their hatching eggs. If, therefore, 
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"ssumed that tlle gradual reduction af berried females in the 
, ' from April onwards is due to preparation and the actual 

of hatching the eggs, then the spring peaks could be joined 
summer peaks, to estimate the true representation of egg-

females in the stock as opposed to samples. 

lobsters appear to carry their eggs for a considerable period. 
eggs first emerge from the oviducts they are ebony black, 
quite sticky to the touch. They are aim very easily removed 

:stage, and can be termed as new. Mter a few months the eggs 
reddish brown in colour and the larvallobste! can be seen 'deve

within the transparent egg covering. They are then difficult to 
because they are hound together in clumps by colourless 

1~)T.Lbr:me", They can he termed as incubating eggs. Later the eyes of 
W"l"TVli< are plainly visible as large black spots, and the eggs can be 

easily removed. At this stage the eggs are ,haJtching. Females 
Bg,;r:d\,,~;;t~t1o'~fdthese three different stages have heen segregated and 
Xi is shown in Figs 17 and 18 for Dalkey and Kihnore 

The Kilmore Quay data include data obtained from eommer-

Jan. Feb. 

Newly emerged ova;, 

lncub.ating ova. 
Hatching larv'ae:. 

Fig. 17 

Se- p. Qc t. Noy. D.!:c. 

occurrence af lo7Ysters bearing ne'Z(J', incwb"ting I1in!d hatch
to 1961 data cOmbined), at Dd/key. 

"cial samples which were examined for egg-bearing females only in the 
'months of March and April. Figs. I? and 18 would suggest that there 

','is an abundance of hatching iathe months, of August and September 
at Dalkey, and July and August at Kihnore Quay with fair numbers 
al,o in the March to June period. 'The sequence of the life history 
after the females have moulted i, recounted by Dow (1964) as 
follows:-

"Shortly after moulting, while the new shell is soft, 'the mature 
female is impregnated by a hard-shelled male, Following approxi
mately a year, ti,e eggs are extruded from the ovaries and fertilised 
by the sperm which has been retained in the seminal receptacle ... 
During the W31m months of the following year the eggs complete 

incubation and hatch.~' This description applies to H. americ:anus in 
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Fig. 18 

Percentage occurrence 01 lobsters bearing new, il7!cubalting' and 
hatching O'1Ja (1958 and 1959) at Kilmore Quay. 

which species mature females carry the male sperm for nearly 12 
months, and the eggs for a further period which may be less than a 
year. Thus if a female were fertilised in August, 1960, she might 

. extrude. the eggs by July 1961 and these could hatcb by the late 
spring of 1962. Equally the sequence could be such that eggs· would 
emerge in the early spring. ' 

In the case of Dalkey fresh sticky eggs appear. on the females in 
some quantity in May but are most common in October, vvhile incubat
ing eggs are more or less well represented in samples -from April to 
October (Fig. 17). At both Dalkey .andKilmore Quay. the most 
marked occurrence. of hatching eggs occurs in August Or September 
(Figs. 17 and 18). 

Some of the freshly emerged eggs in the August and September 
period are attributable to those females in the 7.5 to 8.5 cm length 
group \vhich presum.ably are becoming ovigerous. ~or the first time. 

Pathology 

At one centre, in'1961, where lobsters were store-cl in ponds, heavy 
~lmexplained mortality took place. Samples of dying lobsters were 
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fr~JISf"Tri,d to the Pathology Department of Unversity College, Cork. 
the tetrad bacterium, Micrococcus tetragenus GatIky. was 

had been reported by Snieszkoand Taylor. (1947), 
and Roskam (1957) as the causative organism of a 

i
n"'-t,1;,v lobsters called Gaffkaemia, which caused widespread 

in stored IGbsters OIl both sides of the Atlantic. Studies of 
'~~~~~ri! of various lobster tissues affected by the disease showed· the 
.'} to be concentrated particularly in the gills, more sa than any 

but aooent from the alimentary canal. The reaction Gf the 
cells to the organism was similar' to that in 
lungs .in the presence of the pneumonia bacillus. 

experimental work it was foun&. that when diseased 
were isolated and kept in., well aerated .conditions, 

,lJjey lived longer than under less favourable oxygen condition!. It was 
"also observed that when fresh consignments of unaffected lobsters 
were introduced to the st<>rage pond, a period of about 10 days had 
t(1 elapse before M; tetrag'enus could be isolated fr:om their tissues. An 

:i<'explosion" of-,the disease to'ok:"place amongst them'-some 18 days 
later. . 

\' _,L6b~ters were examined from many parts of the Irish coast before 
.storing and samples of their blood were taken. A very high incidence 
of a tetrad coccus was found in these lobsters ,direct from the sea. 
This organism was subsequ'ently examin.ed ,in the· Laboratory at 
Burnham-on-Couch, Essex, England, and cdnfirmed not to be the 
bacterium responsible for Gaffkaemia.· Out of a total of 279 lobsters 
examined from all parts of the coast only, one positive field identifica
!ion of M. te:tragenU)S was made anc~ that in the case of a lobster 
which had been caught less than. one mik frorO the outlet pipe of the 
lobste:r pond referred to above. Presumably when the organism is pre
va1ent in it storage pond, the "'OUtfiawillg' water from such a' pond will 
tend to estabJish high densities in nearby seawater.'"The -low inCidence 
of infected lobsters in the field suggests that under namra! conditions 
the disease is-velY rare. Howevet, when- lobsters are 'subjected "to the 
Unnaturally high density conditions in storage ponds where 1;11.01'0 has 

. been- 'an, .outbreak of the disease at. an-y time -infection·, rates rise 
rapidly. In the field, the occurrence of the disease was found to be 
6f the order of 0.03'%, whereas" in_ the lobster ponds in question: it 'was 
approximately 12.5% at the stage when it-had reached epiqeJJ:lic 
prbpottions". A number of, tests were carried out to determ}ne"if ,:the 
disease was more of less prevalent in particular lohsters. This revealed 
that one-clawed lobsters were the most readily infected· but that 
apparently undamaged lobsters were prone to slJccumb'also: There 
was no difference in resistance to the disease by females or males. 
Resistance tu the disease seemed to be greatest in the ca.se of recently 
moulted lobsters and least in lobsters about to moult and there were 
no difference~ between males and females. 

Much remains to be so~ved concerning the pathology of this disease, 
particularly with reference to its portal entry, its adaptability to tern·· 
perature and reaction to anti-biotics. Roskam (1958) reported that the 
organism was retarded at temperatures below 7Q C and that in these 
conditions infection. in ponds was severely reduced. The evidence from 
Irish investigations seems to point to the fact that little ar( no trouble 
may be experienced during the first week after lobsters have been 
introduced to a pond. 
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Table] -Comparison of lobsters caught by three kinds of trap 

Carapace length 
Centre Type of Diameter No. of 

gear .of eye. Coeffi- lobsters 
Average S.D. dent of ex-

variation amined 
mm. mm. % 

Co. \yexford Modified 15.9cm(6t") 9.725 1.460 15.0 200 
"Inkwell" 

Co. Waterford Modified 16.5cm(6t") 9.755 1.209 12.4 211 
Scottish 
creel 

Co. Kerry French 27.9cm(1l") 10.896 2.002 18.4 190 
crawfish 

Co. Dublin Modified l1.4cm (4t") 9.456 1.102 11.6 276 
Scottish 
.creel 

All areas ... 17.9 9.773 1.4193 14.5 877 
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Table 2.-Catch per unit effort by punts, 25 M 34', 35·44' and 45-50' boats 

Those marked 121 are lobster pots_ arid 
those marked x are crawfish creels. 

Figures in brackets represent the number of boats co operating -

Duration Total No . 
of fishery .., Catch of pot 

Year Boat or ex- Total per Of creel Centre 
size periment catch boat hauls 

1958 14'·punts 9 months 1314 438 ' 5,1900 Dalkey 
(3) , 

1959 14" punts .1-0 months- 1845 615 6,1500 Dalkey 
(3) " ' 

1960 14' punts 9 months 1674 558 5,9721{1 Dalkey 
(3) " 

1963 14'ptmts 5 months 966 483 17,682 x Cork 
(2) 

1964 14' punts 3 months 1680 840 15,040 x Cork 
(2) 

1958 25·34' 2 months 1783 891 4,2260 Kilmore 
(2) 

1959 25·34' 3 months 4094 1365 11,7700 Kilmore 
(3) 

1963 25·34' 6 months 2834 567 45,820 x West 
(5) Coast 

~ 

1964 35·44' 2 months 5963 994 18,3600 Kilrnore 
(6) 

1964 35·44' 3 months 1235 412 7,278 x Various 
(3) 

1963 35·44' 4 months 712 712 8,135 x West 
(1) Coast 

1959 35·44' 3 months 683 683 1,935 " Kilmore 
(1) 

1964 35·44' 2 months 3981 796 14,1700 Kilmore 
(5) 

1963 45·50' 6 months 1790 895 30,520 x Kerry 
(2) 

1964 25·34' 2 months 820 820 2,1800 Kilmore 
(I) 



Year and Centre 
Jan. Feb. Mar. 

Dalkey 1958 

8 6 

Cork 1964 ." ... -' - - - - - 14 16 12 

Kilmore 1958 ... - - - - - - - 43 41 

Kilmore 1959 ... - - - - - 34 37 I~ 
West Coast 1963 ... - - - 4 6 7 

Kilmore 1964 

1964 

West Coast 1963 '" -

~~ E 4 10 9 1-' 12 

Kilmore 1959 ... - 34 32 40 

Kilmore 1964 ... - - - 30 

7 6 

Kilmore 1964 ... I I I - "1""42 
.. 

33 -
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Table 3.-The annual monthly catch of lobster and effort (cif where available), 
together with the recapture of male and female lobsters in numbers 
and expressed as monthly percentage of those unaccounted for, 
during 1958, 1959 and 1960 . 

Month 
.1958 No. released =, 207 in July 

Total No. No. recaptured % unaccounted 
catch cif released M F 

January 90 - - -
February 87 - - -
March 95 - - -
April 105 18 - -
May 130 19 - -
JillJIe 260 23 - -
July 232 23 207 7 - 96.6% 
August 500 32 25 17 76.3% 
September 480 30 4 4 725% 
October 390 33 2 5 69.1% 
November 310 25 I - 68:6% 
December 350 25 - I 68.1% 

1959 No. released = 139111 M~ch 

January 290 - - ---
February 270 -
March 285 20 139 
April 320 22 4 3 95.0% 
May 360 30 4 7 87.9% 
June 430 36 2 1 84.9% 
July 431 30 2 I 82.8% 
August 435 43 9 5 72.7% 
September 600 39 - - -
October 504 33 - 2 71.3% 
November 260 27 - - -
December 120 19 - - -

----- --
1960 No. released = 275 in June 

January 52 -
February 68 -
March 78 -
April 176 20 
May 372 25 
June 762 33 275 
July 671 28 14 13 90.2% 
August 676 34 11 18 80.0% 
September 486 41 2 5 77.1 % 
October 126 26 1 1 76.3% 
November 196 24 1 1 75.50 December 246 22 1 1 74.7% 



% of 
numbers 

Year 1957 1958 1959 1960 % examined 
in each 

size group 

Carapace 
length in 
size groups 
of5mm 

70-74 I I 0.25 3.3% 
75-79 I I I 3 0.68 1.8% 
80-84 8 5 5 8 7 33 7.55 10.8% 
85-89 9 9 16 7 6 47 10.73 16.5% 
90-94 14 25 22 9 10 80 18.23 22.8% 
95-99 14 22 21 10 11 78 17.78 36.3% 

100-104 4 28 14 !3 3 62 14.14 40.5% 
105-109 5 14 19 7 7 52 11.84 43.7% 
110-114 3 5 7 6 4 25 5.70 35.7% 
115-119 2 4 6 5 2 19 4.34 35.2% 
120-124 I 6 6 3 I 17 3.87 42.5% 
125-129 4 6 I 2 !3 2.96 86.7% 
130-134 3 I 2 6 1.37 54.5% 
131-139 I 2 0.46 15.0% 
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